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Convening for Action
in the Comox Valley
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Storyline Overview
Chapter No. & Title

Key Messages

Comox Valley-CAVI
Regional Team

In 2008, Comox Valley local governments embarked on
a journey to demonstrate intra‐regional collaboration.
The parties understood that their commitment would be
multi‐year, and progress would be incremental.

a.

Comox Valley-CAVI
Timeline / Milestones

Between 2008 and 2011, focus of the CAVI team was on
‘sharing & learning’ for professional development. Since
2011, the program has explored what integration and
implementation of regional policies look like in practice.

b.

Early Champions for
‘Sustainable Service
Delivery’

c.

Guide to Water-Wise
Land Development

5

d.

e.

The 2011 State of Vancouver Island Economic Summit
showcased the Comox Valley approach to getting things
right at the front‐end of the development process so
that everyone will save time and money.
The Inter‐Regional Education Initiative (IREI) involved a
proof‐of‐approach in Year One (2012). The Comox Valley
deliverable was a Guide that establishes expectations for
consistent application of outcome‐oriented actions.

Moving Towards
Sustainable Service
Delivery (June 2014)

The IREI session hosted by the Comox Valley introduced
the notion of progressing along the ‘asset management
continuum’ to connect land use planning, life‐cycle
costing and watershed‐based solutions.

Reflections on the
Regional Team
Approach & Success

The ‘regional team approach’ is relationship‐based.
Collaboration leads to results when five conditions are in
play: shared vision, alignment of efforts, plan of action,
trust and ‘backbone support’ (from an entity).
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5. Comox Valley-CAVI
Regional Team
In September 2006, the CAVI-Convening for
Action on Vancouver Island initiative was
launched. Co-funded by the Province and the Real
Estate Foundation, the launch of CAVI set the
stage for convening for action in the Comox Valley.
The CAVI initiative challenged local governments
to tackle this question: “What will Vancouver Island
look like in 50 years?”

Provincial Demonstration Region
In June 2008, Comox Valley local governments
volunteered to be a ‘demonstration application’ for
exploration of a regional team approach that would
be guided by the Living Water Smart target for
watershed health (introduced in Chapter 5). And
so the CAVI-Comox Valley Regional Team was
formed and embarked on a journey together.
Team members are shown in Figure 27.
From the beginning, it was understood by all
parties that both the process and progress
would be incremental, and hence would
require a multi-year commitment by all.

Role Within a Bigger Picture: “The Comox ValleyCAVI team includes representation from all four local
governments, the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure, the Partnership for
Water Sustainability in BC, the
environmental stewardship sector,
and the forestry sector,” states Kris
La Rose, Manager of Liquid Waste
Planning, Comox Valley Regional
District, and Chair of the Comox Valley-CAVI team.
“Rainwater management is a board strategic priority,
and asset management is an important component
of the financial plan for every group in the CVRD
engineering services branch. Both topics are key
elements of the IREI and continued participation and
collaboration with other regional districts will help us
to achieve our goals in these areas.”

Regional Restructuring Created
the Opportunity for Collaboration
The vision for a ‘regional team approach’ had its
origins in the 2008 Comox Valley Learning Lunch
Seminar Series, hosted by the City of Courtenay.
The driver for action resulted from provincial
intervention in Comox Valley governance.
Three Defining Moments Initiated the Process:
In 2008, the Province completed the restructuring
process that divided the former Comox-Strathcona
Regional District into two new jurisdictions, one
being the new Comox Valley Regional District
(CVRD). At the same time, the Province mandated
development of a Comox Valley Regional Growth
Strategy and a Regional Water Supply Plan.
In June 2008, the CVRD and its three member
municipalities (City of Courtenay, Town of Comox
and Village of Cumberland) agreed to a regionalbased approach to conservation planning. In a
Joint Resolution, all four formally endorsed Nature
Without Borders: Comox Valley Regional
Conservation Strategy, released in July 2008.
At the concluding seminar in the inaugural
Learning Lunch Seminar Series
(November 2008), Mayors and
CAOs representing all four local
governments publicly declared their
collective endorsement of regional collaboration.
Provincial Intervention: “The Ministry is moving
forward with projects that offer custom solutions to
specific regional district circumstances. While these
projects are being designed to
respond to specific circumstances,
they may also serve as useful ‘pilot
projects’ with application to other
areas of British Columbia. The
Regional Growth Strategy will have
a very strong environmental focus
and deal with urban intensification,” wrote Ida Chong,
Minister of Community Services, in her July 2007
notice of intervention that defined the restructuring.
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Comox Valley–CAVI Regional Team:

From left to right: Glenn Westendorp (Town of Comox), Larry Park (Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure),

Judy Walker (Village of Cumberland) Chris Cole (TimberWest), Kris La Rose, Chair (Comox Valley Regional
District), Nancy Gothard (City of Courtenay), Jack Minard (Comox Valley Land Trust)

Kim
Stephens

Marc
Rutten

Derek
Richmond

Kevin
Lagan

PWSBC

CVRD

Domenico
Iannidinardo

CAVI Chair

Kevin
Lorette

Michael
Zbarsky

Shelley
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Courtenay

CVRD
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Other Current Members (2015)

Past Members of the Regional Team (during the period 2008 – 2013)

Figure 27
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a. Comox Valley-CAVI
Timeline/Milestones
Figure 28 provides context for understanding how
the ‘regional team approach’ has evolved over the
past decade in the Comox Valley. The timeline
identifies provincial and regional milestones in
blue and red, respectively. It also identifies annual
elements (black) in the ongoing program for
professional development in the Comox Valley.

2011 – A Turning Point Year
The CAVI Forum within the 2011 State of the
Island Summit (organized by the Vancouver Island
Economic Alliance - VIEA) was a turning point for
the Comox Valley Regional Team because:

 During the period 2008-2011, the program of
annual seminars was open to all local
governments and others on Vancouver Island.
The focus was primarily on ‘sharing & learning’
for the purpose of professional development.

 After the 2011 Summit, the program changed
to internal working sessions. The purpose was
to explore what integration and implementation
of regional policies would look like in practice.
The 2011 Summit showcased how the four local
governments, the Comox Valley Land Trust and
TimberWest were striving to work across
boundaries, align efforts, and apply the ‘4Cs’ – that
is, communicate, cooperate, coordinate and
collaborate.

Regional Strategies Provide
Direction for Alignment of Efforts
Three regional strategies provide both a policy
framework and a backdrop for inter-governmental
collaboration in the Comox Valley:





Nature Without Borders (2008)
Regional Growth Strategy (2010)
Regional Sustainability Strategy (2010)

Adoption of the regional strategies has resulted in
much for municipal staffs to absorb and digest
about doing business differently, while at the same
time they are tasked with keeping the wheels of
government rolling to meet ongoing commitments.
Water is the Unifying Element: An ever-present
challenge for Comox Valley local government
practitioners is to both work around and with
boundaries. Since 2009, a desired outcome of
collaboration is to shift the operational paradigm
from boundaries to areas of commonality.
Because water sustainability is achieved through
implementation of green infrastructure practices,
the Comox Valley-CAVI Regional Team convenes
for action around this paradigm:
“Water is the finite resource; however,
management of development is the control”.

Springboard to Integration: “The Series theme,
Getting Ahead of the Wave, defines what needs to
be accomplished by the 2009 Series,” stated Kevin
Lagan,
former
Director
of
Operational Services for the City
of Courtenay. “As we look ahead
to where we want to be in 2010,
we envision that the 2009 Series
will provide
us with
the
springboard to achieve integration of current Comox
Valley regional initiatives in subsequent phases of
collaboration. To build momentum for what we need
to accomplish in 2010, the unifying theme as we
evolve the regional team approach can be succinctly
expressed as: what all the plans will achieve.”
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Comox Valley-CAVI Regional Team: Time-Line & Milestones

COLOUR CODE:
Blue = provincial milestone
Red = Comox Valley milestone
Black = Comox Valley – CAVI milestone
Green = sharing at inter‐regional event

Figure 28
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b. Early Champions for
‘Sustainable Service
Delivery’

2011 Learning Lunch Series

The Comox Valley-CAVI Regional Team was an
early adopter of the vision for integrating natural
systems thinking and adaptation to a changing
climate into asset management. The team
recognized the need for local governments to
progress along the ‘asset management continuum’
to achieve the goal of Sustainable Service Delivery.

At the first seminar in the 2011 Series, the
Province introduced the Vancouver Island
audience to new expectations for Sustainable
Service Delivery, and foreshadowed the future
requirement to view watersheds and watershed
health through an asset management lens. The
unifying theme for the 2011 Series was this:

This way of thinking was introduced at the Comox
Valley Developers Dialogue (December 2010),
underpinned the 2011 Learning Lunch Series
(April-May-June 2011), and was showcased at
the Vancouver Island Summit (November 2011).

Water sustainability is more likely to be
achieved when land use planning and
climate change adaptation are integrated
with infrastructure asset management.

2010 Developers Dialogue
Designed as a bridging event between the 2009
and 2011 Learning Lunch Seminar Series, the
purpose of the 2010 Developers Dialogue was to
initiate a conversation with the development
community on this theme: ‘do things right at the
front end and everyone will save time and money’.
This ‘convening for action’ event was conducted as
a town-hall session. Six objectives established
expectations for ‘sharing & learning’.
It Starts With a Conversation: Participants stated
that the format was excellent for ‘stirring the pot’ as
it allowed for a variety of ideas, questions and
comments to flow easily and freely.

Figure 29 shows the program at a glance for the
2011 Seminar Series, hosted by the Town of
Comox. This was then showcased at the Summit.

2011 Vancouver Island Summit
The CAVI Forum within the Summit connected
the dots to the Linking Island Leaders Project.
Initiated by the Vancouver Island Economic
Alliance in 2009, the Link Project findings and
recommendations were unveiled at the 2010
Summit. The Link Team found that a groundswell
is building up and down Vancouver Island for
regional collaboration.
The Forum comprised two parts. First, the Comox
Valley-CAVI Regional Team told their story and
shared their experience. This set the scene for a
town-hall sharing and learning segment where
participants explored how their communities and
regions could learn from and adapt the Comox
Valley experience.

The non-formal setting made everyone comfortable
in sharing comments, whether positive or negative.
The fact that many of the staff and administration
from the local municipalities were present, and
participated, was viewed by the development
community as a testament to the positive strides
being made in the Comox Valley.
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Figure 29
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c. Guide to Water-Wise
Land Development
In 2012, the first phase of IREI implementation
involved a ‘proof of approach’ to demonstrate how to
make inter-regional collaboration tangible to all
partners. The other partner regional districts hosted
a ‘sharing & learning’ event, open to all.
In the Comox Valley, however, the ‘proof of approach’
was built around an internal workshop series.
Emphasis was on how to bridge the ‘implementation
and integration gap’ (and move from talk to action).

Peer Dialogue Session in 2012: Attended by
inter-departmental representatives from all four
Comox Valley local governments, the purpose of
the session was to inform, educate and build
support for rainwater management that protects
watershed health. Technical and inspection staff
from building, planning, engineering and public
works departments attended.
The regional team first presented the Guide and
elaborated on current and proposed initiatives
that would add depth to the Guide over time.
Participants then contributed their ideas on how
to implement and communicate those initiatives.

Bridge the Implementation Gap
The workshop series was guided by the ‘mind-map’
below. The series deliverable was the first iteration of
A Guide to Water-Wise Land Development in the
Comox Valley (refer to Figure 30), presented at a
Peer Dialogue Session held in June 2012.

Program Theme: The focus of the Inter-Regional
Education Initiative is on actions related to land use
and watershed health on Vancouver Island. In 2012,
the common theme for education-based events in
the four Vancouver Island regions was: Sustainable
Rainwater Management: What Does It Look Like?
Series Goal: Create a picture of what a Comox
Valley Integrated Rainwater Management Plan
would look like.
Guiding Philosophy: “Our shared responsibility is
to look after the land, the goal is to protect watershed
and stream health, and the outcome will be reduced
‘flashiness’ in watersheds.”
Desired Outcome: “The 2012 Series will inform a
consistent Comox Valley regional approach to
‘integrated rainwater management’ that results in
Watershed Blueprints; and it will lead to a consistent
process complete with common tools for review of
development
applications
that
have
interjurisdictional implications and/or impacts.”

Soft Launch in June 2014: Over the next 2-year
period, the Comox Valley regional team worked
on improving the Guide content and layout. At
the same time, initiatives identified in the Guide
continued to progress. When the Comox Valley
hosted the fourth of 5 sessions in the 2014 InterRegional Workshop Series, this provided the
opportunity to showcase the final iteration of the
Guide (in anticipation of a formal rollout in 2015).
Watershed Blueprints: The team benefitted
from inter-regional collaboration in 2013. The
Capital Regional District and District of North
Vancouver shared their experiences on how to
implement a Watershed Blueprint approach that
is action-oriented and provides planning staff
with the level of detail they need to ensure that
development applications protect the hydrologic
integrity and natural functions of a watershed.
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AT THE 2012 PEER DIALOGUE SESSION, the regional team first presented the
Guide and elaborated on current and proposed initiatives that would add
depth to the Guide over time. Participants then contributed their ideas on how
to implement and communicate those initiatives.

Figure 30
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d. Moving Towards
Sustainable Service
Delivery (June 2014)
The Inter-Regional Collaboration Session held in
the Comox Valley in June 2014 achieved two
outcomes:

 It provided the Comox Valley-CAVI Regional
Team with a driver and a milestone for
showcasing progress while also raising local
awareness of the benefits of collaboration.

 In addition, the June 2014 event has legacy
value because it bridged and provided a
springboard to 2015 and beyond, for both the
IREI team and the Comox Valley-CAVI team.
The Comox Valley-CAVI team chose Moving
Towards Sustainable Service Delivery for the
session theme. This allowed the team to reflect on
their journey since 2011. It also articulated the
destination (outcome resulting from collaboration
across jurisdictional boundaries):
Sustainable Service Delivery connects land
use planning, life-cycle costing and
watershed-based solutions. It ensures that
infrastructure services are sustainable over
time, both fiscally and ecologically. It reduces
unfunded ‘infrastructure liability’.

Think like a Watershed to Reduce
Infrastructure Liability
The session introduced the notion of progressing
along the ‘asset management continuum’ to
achieve the goal of Sustainable Service Delivery.
Two local government CAOs, both of whom are
asset management champions in BC, provided a
picture of what can be. They articulated the vision
for integration of natural systems thinking and
adaptation to a changing climate into asset
management.

Asset Management is Systems Thinking: David
Allen, City of Courtenay CAO, introduced the
strategic context as laid out on Figure 31. Also, he
is the Co-Chair of Asset Management BC. He
introduced the audience to the Umvelt concept
(German word for ‘environment’ or ‘surroundings’).
“Although the surrounding environment is common to
all, each organism experiences the environment in a
different way. Applied to asset management, this
means that the Umvelt is larger in scope than the
triple bottom line,” stated David Allen.
“We cannot look at individual
municipal services in isolation.
Asset management is about a much
bigger Umvelt (refer to Figure 30).
Climate change, for example,
correlates with the impacts of what
has typically been called stormwater management.
The shift to the term rainwater management is great
because it reflects a ‘systems thinking’ approach.”
“Asset management is a ‘systems thinking’ method
applied to organization-wide problem solving.”

Nature is Our Most Valuable Infrastructure
Asset: Emanuel Machado, CAO, introduced the
Town of Gibsons Eco-Asset Strategy (Figure 31).
“The Town has recognized, formally and in practice,
that nature, and the ecosystems services that it
provides, are a fundamental and integral part of the
Town's infrastructure system. The Town’s financial
statement includes an auditor’s note that establishes
an accounting precedent,” stated Emanuel Machado.
“Our plan is to develop a model to
manage our natural assets the same
way that we manage our engineered
assets. We believe there are many
things that we can do right away.”
“We are not suggesting that all ecosystem services
provide a municipal function. Trees, soil, green
spaces and water provide all the services that we are
talking about. As I tell my Council, this is not about
habitat. This is about municipal infrastructure.”
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Umvelt –
‘the world as it is experienced
by a particular organism’
The Umvelt of Asset
Management ‐ ‘more than
triple bottom line theory,
but the entire external
environment or surroundings
within which it is practiced’
David Allen, CAO
City of Courtenay
June 2014

Figure 31
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e. Reflections on the
Regional Team
Approach & Success
Collaboration leads to meaningful results when
five conditions are in play. Defined as ‘collective
impact’, the concept was first articulated in a
magazine article written by John Kania and Mark
Kramer in 2011. The ‘five conditions’ help to
explain the relationship-based nature and
effectiveness of the ‘regional team approach’:

Shared Responsibility Involves Everyone: The
stewardship sector has been at the Comox ValleyCAVI table since inception in 2008.
”As volunteer Stewards of our
precious and rare fresh water
resources we have the ability and
passion to speak for the intrinsic
values,” states Jack Minard,
Executive Director, Comox Valley
Land Trust. “There is a shared
responsibility for every level of government, every
consultant and every landowner to understand those
values. Water is life before it is a commodity.”

A Tale of Two Watersheds: The Town of Comox
has case study experience that demonstrates the
benefits of a Sustainable Service Delivery approach.

The experience of the Comox Valley team is that
patience, perseverance and time complement the
‘five conditions’. Between 2008 and 2011, the
CAVI forum provided a setting for conversations
that otherwise would not have taken place.

“When the CAVI team started to talk about asset
management in 2011, everyone quickly grasped the
need to incorporate ecological values,” states Glenn
Westendorp,
Public
Works
Superintendent. “This awareness
has influenced how the Town looks
at development. For example, we
calculate the revenue that it will
generate over time because we
understand the implications of the 20/80 principle the initial gift of a development only covers the initial
20% of the total infrastructure cost. The other 80% is
a deficit, including the cost to fix drainage impacts.”

Over the years, conversations led to dialogue
and then to consensus on how to achieve the
Watershed Health Goal in the Comox Valley.

Nature is the Golden Goose: TimberWest
manages both public and private forest lands and
joined the Comox Valley-CAVI table in 2011.

Comox Valley-CAVI Experience

Learn by Doing: “To get to the right outcome, we
are moving away from regulation. As a landscape
architect by training, my experience is…get the soil
right and the plants will be okay. Just keep making
things better and don’t worry about
getting them perfect,” states Judy
Walker, Senior Planner, Village of
Cumberland. “Take action. Doing
something imperfectly is better
than doing nothing flawlessly.”

“Nature is our Golden Goose. If we are good
stewards of our watersheds, the natural result is not
only the economic wealth (golden
eggs) generated in perpetuity by
growing and harvesting trees, but
all the other watershed and
community values our Golden
Goose will provide. I look forward
to the day when watershed planning includes lower
urbanized portions of the watersheds. The protection
of our Golden Goose is relevant and transferrable to
regional and localized community governments.”
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A Perspective on the Role of Champions
in Leading Change in the Georgia Basin
Nancy Gothard
Environmental Planner, City of Courtenay
Courtenay Representative, Comox Valley-CAVI Regional Team
July 2014

“The approach to watershed‐based planning and water sustainability is happening through
champions because, apart from some high‐level enabling legislation, there is no strong top‐down
mandate ‘requiring’ that we do these things. I think in most organizations it is not a top‐down
priority.”
“Where it has surfaced as a top‐down priority, it has been because individual champions have
ensured that it was considered at those higher levels. At the June 2014 Inter‐Collaboration Session
hosted by Comox Valley‐CAVI, I noticed that each participating organization had different
champions, from different parts of the organization. In some communities it was the engineering
department, or planning or environmental services, etc.”
“But each organization was where we in the Comox Valley were also at – how to get the other
departments on board. The fact that we are all at the same point on the trajectory in terms of
infiltrating these ideas into our organizations suggests that we are indeed on the right path. We
each have come to the conclusion that collaboration is critical.”
“That so many people earnestly working on this have reached the same point suggests that we are
on the tipping point of a breakthrough in collaboration. We will now be eager, I expect, to share
just how we permeated these concepts into our own organizations. This is organizational
transformation that we are discussing here, not just Water Balance any longer.”
“I also thought – wow, we are all really supporting each other. Once we know that we can just get
to the work of ‘doing the work’. We are now all on the same page. I don’t have to explain to my
other counterparts in other areas what it is I’m trying to do, or where we’re at in the process.”
“Everyone who has gone through the IREI it seems has been ‘seasoned’ to be nimble and open‐
minded in how they approach this transformation to water sustainability, and how to genuinely be
of assistance to others.”
“They have learned to recognize the opportunities for building strengths within process and where
weak links in the chain can occur. I was just so encouraged to see that we in the Comox Valley are
not alone and that we now have others who are eager to help. This relationship building is key to
accelerating the sharing and learning further and the Georgia Basin approach to water
sustainability.”
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